We present a complete pretopology semantics for a system of Intuitionistic Linear Logic (commutative or not) where the storage operator is split into a contraction and a weakening component and then recovered again from them. The semantics for weakening and contraction has been explored by Bart Jacobs 13] in a categorical setting. However, a completeness theorem is not given in 13] and the approach taken there does not accommodate the case of non-commutative linear logic. Besides, we think it useful to have an intuitive, Kripke-type semantics for the bimodal system. Extensions of the exponential-free linear logic with modalities weaker than Girard's operator \!" have been recently considered by Anna Bucalo 3]. The canonical model construction of 3] is based on and extends the standard phase-space semantics for linear and substructural logics (Troelstra 22], Ono 21]). The subtle point from our standpoint, however, is in recovering the linear logic storage operator from weaker modalities. It did not seem possible to modify the approach of 22, 21, 3] to account for the interaction needed between the contraction and weakening modalities, if one wants to recover the linear logic storage operator. We propose a new solution here using the space of all, rather than only the Dedekind-MacNeille closed ideals.
Introduction
Interest in modalities weaker than the exponential \of course" of linear logic seems to be rising, see for example A. Bucalo 3] and B. Jacobs 13] . Our approach here is more This paper was composed while I was unemployed and an uno cial visitor at the Department of Mathematics, University of Ioannina, Greece. My thanks and gratitude go to the faculty of the Department, particularly the Section of Algebra and Geometry, for providing the facilities that allowed me to continue my research. The paper was slightly revised to its present form during my Honorary Fellowship (Spring 1996) at the Department of Computer Science, University of Manchester, UK. along the lines of 13] as we seek to recover a full blown storage operator ! from weaker modalities # and 2 controling contraction and weakening, respectively. The resulting bimodal system is strictly more expressive than linear logic. It encodes linear proofs as well as a ne linear and relevant proofs (without distribution). This report focuses on a bimodal version of intuitionistic linear logic. We prove a soundness and completeness theorem for the pretopology semantics for Linear Logic developed by G. Sambin in 17, 18, 19] . Our main contribution is in modeling Bimodal Intuitionistic Linear Logic, commutative or not, and proving it sound and complete in an extension of Sambin's pretopologies. The construction of a canonical model and the completeness theorem we propose will work just as well in the limit case where the two operators # and 2 are fused into one operator ! as in J. Y. Girard 6] .
We point out that it did not seem possible to modify the standard approach for the phase-space semantics (Girard 6 ], Troelstra 22] , Ono 21] or Bucalo 3] ) to account for the interaction needed between the contraction and weakening modalities, if one wants to recover the linear logic storage operator. Hence we work with the space of all ideals rather than restricting to subsets closed under the Dedekind-MacNeille closure operator.
We give a fairly detailed exposition for the commutative version of the system. Extension to the non-commutative case is rather straightforward, as the reader will no doubt notice.
Gentzen System and Embeddings
Sequents are of the standard form ?`A, where ? is a nite sequence of types and A a single type. For the commutative systems we may assume that ?'s are nite multisets, as usual. We work with a standard type of Gentzen system, avoiding the separation of intuitionistic, linear, and contractive or a ne contexts incorporated in the system presented by Jacobs in 13]. We assume familiarity with the system ILL ? of Intuitionistic Linear Logic without the exponential operator !. The new operators # and 2 are S4-type modalities, just like ! is. The system ILL #2 is obtained by adding the rules in Table 1 The subtle point is in getting these to commute. Jacobs 13] identi es this problem and investigates it in a categorical setting. In an algebraic setting there is some simplicity to be gained since commuting interior operators can be composed to deliver another interior operator. The simplest thing to pursue is that if G = C \ W, then ! C ! W =! G =! W ! C .
Unfortunately, one cannot simply mimic the construction of a bang operator on the set of closed ideals as done in either of 22], 21] or 3]. There is no problem with getting a ! C and a ! W in that framework. The di culty with these constructions is that restriction to the set of Dedekind-MacNeille closed subsets (ideals) of the Lindenbaum algebra of the logic seems to forbid the critical interaction condition ! C ! W =! W ! C . So we will abandon the standard setting of closed ideals and work with all ideals.
In the sequel we present a complete pretopology semantics. The proof is based on the construction of a quantale model on the set of ideals but we will not care to state a separate result on algebraic completeness.
The Semantics of Pretopologies
Sambin's pretopologies o er a exible and intuitive semantic framework (perhaps more so than the phase-space semantics). So we prefer to present our models as pretopologies of a certain kind, namely modal pretopologies as described in De nition 3.3. For intuitions behind the pretopology semantics we refer the reader to G. Sambin 17, 18, 19] , which is also the source of the following de nition.
De nition 3.1 A pretopology is a quadruple X = (X; ?; e; ) such that 1. (X; ?; e) is a monoid, called the formal base of the pretopology 2. is a relation (the precover relation of the pretopology X) between elements and subsets of X satisfying the following conditions:
2.3 x U y V x ? y U ? V (stability) where U ? V := fx ? yjx 2 U; y 2 V g and U V means that 8x 2 U x V .
The pretopology is symmetric if its underlying monoid is commutative.
For simplicity, we also write x y rather than x fyg and x ? U rather than fxg ? U. Given a pretopology X and a subset (a rough, or crude concept in Sambin's terminology) U X the saturation of U is the set U := fx 2 Xjx Ug. A set V is saturated or a formal open ( or a fact) provided V = U for some set U. We use F for the family of saturated sets and A; B; C etc for its members.
Re exivity and transitivity of the precover relation can be equivalently expressed by saying that is a closure operator on the powerset of X, i.e. U U, U U and if U V then U V . Stability for the precover relation is equivalent to the requirement that U ? V (U ?V ), which in the presence of re exivity and transitivity is equivalent to ( U ? V ) = (U ? V ). 
More speci cally, (F; W ; ; 1) is a unital quantale. In particular, distributes over arbitrary joins in each argument place. ? is the bottom element and ( and ) are right residuals of , i.e. A B C i B A ) C i A C ( B.
For proofs we refer the reader to G. Sambin 17, 18, 19] . Sambin considers only symmetric pretopologies but the results extend to the non-symmetric case in a rather straightforward way. Naturally, in the symmetric case ( and ) coincide.
If P is a family of saturated sets we de ne the P-interior ! P A of a saturated set A as the join of members of P contained in A, i.e. ! P A = W fA 0 2 PjA 0 Ag. Note that for a rough concept U and a saturated set A we have U A i U A.
De nition 3.3 A modal pretopology is a quadruple (X ; C; W; G) where X is a pretopology and C, W, G are families of formal opens (saturated sets) such that for any saturated set A Modal pretopologies need not be symmetric and so our de nition covers the case of noncommutative systems as well. We will prove completeness in regular pretopologies but perhaps the de nition above will be useful in the construction of other types of models. We used the rst part of the present theorem and 1(a), 2(a) of Theorem 3.5. Proof: The proof is by the usual induction, verifying that axioms are sound and that the rules are validity-preserving. For the exponential-free fragment soundness in pretopologies is established in G. Sambin 17, 18] . For the modal extension we use Theorem 3.5 in the course of the induction.
Canonical Model and Completeness
We state our completeness theorem only for the commutative system ILL #2 but the reader will no doubt notice that only small modi cations of the proof are needed to extend the theorem to the non-commutative case. We construct the appropriate modal pretopology and de ne a suitable interpretation in the rest of this section.
Ideals as Points of a Pretopology
The points of the pretopology are sets y of types such that if A 2 y and B`A is provable, then B 2 y and, in addition, if A; B 2 y then also A t B 2 y. It will simplify arguments if we consider y as consisting of equivalence classes A] (under provable equivalence) of types rather than single types. Then a point y is just an ideal of the Lindenbaum algebra of the system. We simplify notation in that we write a; b; c etc for the equivalence 
A Precover Relation
If U Y is a set of points (ideals) let U u := fyjU yg and U`:= fyjy Ug where U y abbreviates 8u 2 U u y and similarly for y U. The precover relation in the pretopology is de ned by y U i y 2 U u`. We write U for the Dedekind-MacNeille closure U u`o f U so that our saturated sets are the Dedekind-MacNeille closed subsets.
The Formal Base of the Pretopology
Next we turn the set Y to a formal base by de ning a monoid operation y ? y 0 on Y . We use here, without proof, results we have proven in C. Hartonas Proof: Given Theorem 3.11 we only need to verify that is indeed a precover relation. 
Contraction and Weakening Operators on Ideals
It remains now to describe the families C, W and G turning Y to a modal pretopology in the sense of De nition 3.3. To do this we de ne some more operators on ideals.
For an ideal y let # y := W fy #a j # a 2 yg and 2y := W fy 2a j2a 2 yg. Finally, let !y := W fy #2a j # 2a 2 yg. The trick is that the family of saturated sets is a complete lattice isomorphic to the lattice of ideals, since it results as the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of a complete lattice (the ideal lattice). Then every Dedekind-MacNeille closed set of ideals is generated by a single ideal. More precisely, the saturated sets are sets of the form A y := fy 0 jy 0 yg. The closure of a crude concept U Y is the lower set generated by the point u = W U.
We verify some properties of the operators #; 2 and ! on ideals that we will use in the sequel. The critical property is property 7 in Proposition 3.13. The proof will perhaps make it clear to the reader why we needed to work with all ideals, rather than with the Dedekind-MacNeille closed ideals, as it is customary to do with the phase-space semantics.
Proposition 3.13 The following hold for the operators #; 2 and ! on points of the pretopology (albeit, ideals):
1. #y a = y #a , 2y a = y 2a and !y a = y #2a = y 2#a . 2. #y y, 2y y and !y y. 3 . If y y 0 , then #y #y 0 , 2y 2y 0 and !y !y 0 . 4. #y ##y, 2y 22y and !y !!y 5. #y #y? #y 6 . 2y e and 2e = e =#e 7. #2y = 2#y =!y 8. #x? #y #(#x? #y) and 2x ? 2y 2(2x ? 2y).
Proof: With the exception of 7 and 8, the proofs are by routine veri cation from de nitions. We do 5 and 6 as an example. We can now state our nal result. Next we verify that 1 := (feg) is the top element of W, where recall that e is the principal ideal generated by the identity 1 in the Lindenbaum algebra, e = faja 1g. Since for an ideal y, (fyg) = A y = fy 0 jy 0 yg and e = 2e (by 6 of Proposition 3.13), we have (feg) = A e = A 2e 2 W. Then A 2y 1 i 2y e which is always true by part 6 of Proposition 3. 
Conclusions
We presented a Gentzen system for a version of intuitionistic linear logic where the two functions of the exponential operator ! are separated. There is a variety of indications that the storage operator ! of Linear Logic is not a simple and indecomposable thing. On very basic, intuitive grounds there is no reason why the two control functions must be assumed by a single operator, safe the simplicity of this proposal and the need to embed Intuitionistic Logic into Linear Logic. We can deal with this embedding simply because ! is a de nable operator in ILL #2 . For evidence on the naturality of the proposal to split ! into two operators we mention that one nds in V. Pratt's Chu-spaces 15] two maximal solutions for a storage operator and Girard's ! operator emerges as the set-theoretic intersection of the two (V. Pratt 16] ). De Paiva's 14] construction of the ! operator also goes through a preliminary construction of two auxiliary comonads S and T related by a natural transformation : ST ! TS which allows for the construction of a composite comonad !, modeling the storage operator of Linear Logic (it should be pointed out, however, that none of S or T models any of # or 2). Jacobs 13] gives a number of examples of categories where one nds contraction and/or weakening comonads and where the shriek modality \!" of linear logic can be obtained by composition, using We have kept things simple enough in that we avoided considering in the intuitionistic setting the order-duals " and 3 of # and 2 (resulting by symmetrically resolving ?, in the intuitionistic setting, into two more primitive operators, see Abrusci 1] ). We think that the framework within which we worked can accommodate this possibility but have not checked details.
The technique we have used in the construction of the canonical model is exible enough that it can accommodate commutative or non-commutative Intuitionistic Linear Logic as well. However, it is not clear to this author how to extend or modify the argument presented here to the case of classical linear logic. The di culty is with classical negation. The natural negation operator that can be de ned in our framework sends an arbitrary ideal y to a Dedekind-MacNeille closed ideal :y and so it fails the double negation property.
